
Additional MTL Book Fair Highlights (2019) 
	

• Three Special Book Sets: Harvard Classics, America, Works of Edmond Rostand 
*see details below 

• Hardcover editions of Steinbeck and Hemingway in Swedish 
• 20 separate volumes of Nobel Prize literature from the early 1900s in German 
• Donations by the estate of actor and writer George Plimpton, by Martha 

Stewart and by political pundit Dick Morris 
• Large collection of South East Asian Art 
• Wide selection of Textile books 
• More than 100 Quilting books  
• Foreign Language picture books from the D’Aulaires  
• An extensive collection of Irish history and Irish biographies 
• Variety of Transportation books *see details below 
• An exceptional collection YA/Teen books as well as an extended selection of 

Children’s books and series both fiction and non-fiction *see details below 
• An array of Music selections *see details below  
• Extensive Travel Section *see details below 

 
	
Special Collections: 

Harvard Classics 
55th Printing by Collier and Sons in 1963 
Registered Edition 
A complete set of 50 volumes called "5 Foot Shelf"  
-some volumes are like new, unopened. 
-intricate gilt design on spines and front covers 
-red simulated leather 
-marbled end pages 

 
America 
Published by the Americanization Dept. Veterans of Foreign Wars of the 
U.S. in 1925 
12 volumes 
-brown reconstituted leather 
-marbled end pages 
-gilt tops 
-uncut pages 
-volume seven has a loose cover, but otherwise in good condition 

 
Works of Edmond Rostand 
Librairie Charpentier et Fasquelle in 1925 
Edited by Eugène Fasquelle  
6 volumes all in French 
-blue marbled covers 



-gold gilt spine with beautiful design of a rose 
-brown leather spines 
-gold gilt tops 
-ribbon book markers 
-uncut pages 
-good condition 
 

Transportation: 
o An interesting collection of books on railroads and trains, many books on 

the history of transportation including the history and trains of the Long 
Island RR and stations 

o An extensive collection of aviation books (some from the 1960s and 
1970s) including the history of aviation, planes of WWI and WWII and 
general aviation development 

o A collection of tractor books 
	
Children/YA & Teen: 

o Sunsets, Dooryards & Sprinkled Streets – Alice Howard. Signed by the 
author. 

o The Tree – Donald Carrick. 1971. Excellent condition with dust jacket. 
o 3 Julie Casper signed books: The Haunting, The Snow Eagle parts 2 & 3 
o Honey on a Raft – Paltenghi. 1941 
o The Louisiana Purchase, Landmark book #24 – Taliant. 1952 
o The Bagman’s Story – Charles Dickens. 1983 
o Rogers’ Rangers and the French and Indian War – Landmark book – 

Bradford Smith. 1956 
o A signed copy of Storytime with Grandma – “Farmer Brown” – Debbie 

Knill.  2006 
o A very nice copy of Story and Verse for Children – editor Huber.  1962 
o The Log and Admiral Frog – Wiseman.  1976. 
o 15 non-fiction categories for any interest, together with our feature 

highlight on Pop-Up books of every kind – from fairy tales to holiday to 
dinosaurs to Star Wars	

Music:	
o A wonderful collection of books about Jazz:  history, performers, just 

about everything you’d want to know about this music form 
o Large selections of religious and secular music for small choirs – SA and 

SATB.  Seasonal music for Christmas and Easter services.  Wonderful 
pieces for school select choirs. 

o The Great Courses – The 23 Greatest Solo Piano Works Course #7320.  
Sealed 

o Copland on Music – Aaron Copland. Da Capo Press, Hardcover, 1976. 
o Astral Weeks – A Secret History of 1968 – Walsh. Penguin Press, 2018. 
o Mozart Hafner Symphony – Facsimile of the original manuscript. Oxford 

University Press, 1968. 
o Hollis Dann Song Serious Book One. American Book Company, 1935. 



o Duo-Pianism – Dissertation by Moldenhauer. Chicago Musical College 
Press, 1950. 

o The Operas of Guiseppe Verdi – Baseri. University of Chicago Press, 
2013. 

Travel: 
	

1. Rosenthal, A. M. and Gelb, Arthur, editors; The Sophisticated Traveler:  Great Tours 
and Detours, Villard Books, 1985.  A fascinating selection of places around the world that 
have captured the hearts and imaginations of many of the world's most renowned writers.  
Essays notable for their emphasis on places that have a certain mystique, venerable 
history, natural beauty, or simply the inexplicable quality that makes that extra bit of travel 
worthwhile. 

2. Ogrizek, Dore, editor; France:  Paris and the Provinces, The World in Color Series; 
McGraw Hill Book Company, 1950, Third Edition.  A charmingly illustrated tour with color 
illustrations and maps, black and white photographs.  In-text color illustrations.  Illustrators 
include G. Beuville, L. Fircsa, E. Grau-Sala, V. Pilon, G. de Sainte-Croix.  Decorated 
endpapers. 

3. Morton, H. V.; A Traveler in Italy, Dodd, Mead & Company, 1964.  Popular and 
distinguished travel writer describes journeys through the four regions of Lombardy, Emilia, 
Venice and Florence.  With photographs and endpaper map. 

4. Morton, H. V.; A Stranger in Spain, Dodd, Mead & Company, 1955, Seventh Printing.  
Popular and distinguished travel writer journeys to Madrid, the Escorial, Toledo, Seville, 
Cordoba, Segovia, San Sebastian and Leon.  With photographs and endpaper map. 

5. Morton, H. V.; In Search of England, Dodd, Mead & Company, 1956.  Popular and 
distinguished travel writer records a motor-car journey 'round England, written without 
deliberation, by the roadside, on farmyard walls, in cathedrals, in little churchyards, on the 
wash-stands of country inns, and in many another inconvenient place.  Revised edition with 
illustrations and a map. 

6. Morton, H. V.; In Search of London, Dodd, Mead & Company, 1951, Second Printing.  
Popular and distinguished travel writer packs this volume with anecdotes and stories of 
famous personages in London's history, describes the separate and distinct Londons which 
he has known in his lifetime, from the rich and arrogant city of his youth to the battered 
London of post World War II.  With illustrations and maps. 

7. Lucas, E. V.; A Wanderer in Holland; The Macmillan Company, 1924, Eighteenth Edition, 
revised.  A series of personal impressions of the Dutch country and the Dutch people, 
gathered during visits, together with an accretion of matter, more or less pertinent, drawn 
from many sources, old and new.  With twenty illustrations by Herbert Marshall and thirty-
six illustrations after old Dutch masters. 

8. Morton, Brian N.; Americans in Paris - An Anecdotal Street Guide, The Olivia & Hill 
Press, 1984.  A record of the American experience in Paris from 1776 until 1984.  It aims to 
guide the reader, street by street, to the houses where Americans lived and worked, and to 
the haunts they frequented. 

9. James, Henry; A Little Tour in France; Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1987; First American 
Edition.  An account of his tour beginning in the autumn of 1882 in Tours , the birthplace of 
Balzac, visiting the great chateaux of the Loire, south to the heart of the Midi and to the 
glorious historic cities of Nantes, Bordeaux, Carcassonne, Nimes and Avignon.  A delightful 



guide by a thoroughly urbane traveler who overcame his prejudices against the rural (and 
sometimes against the French themselves) and one of literature's greatest writers. 

10. Sterne, Laurence; A Sentimental Journey through France and Italy, The Folio Society, 
1949, with an introduction by Oliver Warner and illustrations by Nigel Lambourne.  Written 
by the author of Tristram Shandy, this book was designed 'to teach us to love the world and 
our fellow creatures better than we do'. 

11. Schmidt, Shannon McKenna and Rendon, Joni; Novel Destinations:  Literary 
Landmarks from Jane Austen's Bath to Ernest Hemingway's Key West; National 
Geographic, 2008, foreword by Matthew Pearl.  Whether you honor Scotland's national 
bard at a Burns Night Supper, battle the windmills that Don Quixote mistook for oppressive 
giants, or stake out the foggy San Francisco street where Sam Spade's partner fell victim to 
a beautiful but deadly dame in The Maltese Falcon, your passport to literary adventure 
begins in the pages of Novel Destinations. 

12. Surtees, Robert Smith; Mr. Sponge's Sporting Tour; The R. S. Surtees Society, 1981; 
with illustrations by John Leech.  With the best descriptions of the chase in the English 
language, it captures the robust language of the hunting field to perfection. 

13. Theroux, Paul; The Kingdom by the Sea:  A Journey Around Great Britain; Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1983.  Written in coolly observant prose reminiscent of the best British 
travel writing about alien lands, Theroux's narrative presents a vivid picture of a complex 
country and her people with tart irony, humor, sympathy, and insight. 

14. Borrow, George; Wild Wales;  Its People, Language and Scenery;  Collins, 1969, with an 
introduction by Cecil Price; including over 100 illustrations.  Vividly describes the author's 
1854 premeditated tour of Wales and his impressions of the country and its people. 

15. Lloyd, D. M. and E. M., editors; A Book of Wales; Collins, 1965.  An anthology of prose 
and verse relating to Wales. 

16. Young, Everild, F.R.G.S,; Eleuthera, the island called Freedom, Regency Press, 1966, 
foreword by Sir Roland Symonette, K.C.B., Premier of the Bahama Islands.  A delightful 
picture of what is probably the most scenically attractive of the Bahama Islands and 
certainly the most interesting from the historical point of view. 

17. McPhee, John; Coming into the Country; Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1978, Sixth Printing.  
An unforgettable blending of vivid character sketches, observed landscapes, and 
descriptive narrative in three principal segments that deal, respectively, with a total 
wilderness, with urban Alaska, and with life in the remoteness of "the bush". 

18. Matthiessen, Peter; Sand Rivers; Viking Press,1981, with photographs by Hugo van 
Lawick.  A beautiful account of a remarkable safari in 1979 into the Selous Game Reserve 
in southern Tanzania, a quintessential East African wilderness. 

19. Rushdie, Salman; The Jaguar Smile:  A Nicaraguan Journey; Viking, 1987.  The author, 
a political journalist, went to Nicaragua in 1986; this is his brilliantly focused and haunting 
portrait of the people, the politics, the land, and the poetry of Nicaragua. 

20. Schaller, George B.; Stones of Silence:  Journeys in the Himalaya; The Viking Press, 
1980, illustrated with sketches by Jean Pruchnik and photographs by George B. Schaller.  
The story of four years traveling as a field biologist in the Himalaya. 

21. Bloodworth, Dennis; The Chinese Looking Glass; Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1967.  The 
author's stated purpose is to try to explain what makes the Chinese tick, to trace across 
more than three thousand years of history, philosophy, literature, and day-to-day living 



those often invisible puppet strings of atavistic instinct and prejudice that may influence 
today the words and actions of one quarter of the people in this world and their leaders. 

22. Marsden, William, translator and editor, re-edited by Thomas Wright; The Travels of 
Marco Polo the Venetian; Doubleday & Company, 1948, illustrated by Jon Corbino.  Book 
One:  Of Armenia, Persia, India and Tartary; Book Two:  Of Kublai-Kaan, Cathay, Manji 
and Thebet; Book Three:  Of lesser, middle and greater India, the region of darkness, the 
province of Russia and great Turkey. 

23. Frazier, Ian; Travels in Siberia; Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2010.  The author reveals 
Siberia's role in history - its science, economics, and politics - with great passion and 
enthusiasm. 

24. Rau, Santha Rama; East of Home; Harper & Brothers, 1950.  The discovery of Asia by an 
Asian educated in the West.  An unusual travel adventure, told with gaiety and insight. 

	


